22nd Racing Day
Friday, July 26, 2013

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 3 Year Old Fillies

RACE 1
PURSE $7,500

TIME - 2:28.5 USA 1:59.0
OFF TIME: 7:32 pm

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 Drawn

WHOSOVER 7 1:27.4
VICOP 8 1:27.4
HILLARY BRITTON 6 1:27.4
ARK REBEL 5 1:27.4
THUNDER 4 1:27.4
DRUMMOND 3 1:27.4
BABY BEAR 2 1:27.4
VICTORY 1 1:27.4

FILLIES & MARES NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NW 5 NW 6 NW 7 NW 8 NW

OFF TIME: 10:32 pm

1. NICE ROCKS 1JRoberts FMMotz
2. KNOCKOUT 2JRoberts FMotz
3. REALE BEAUTY 3FMVision
4. GET PARTY PERFECT 4JVincent
5. DADDY STRIKE 5JVincent
6. ALWAYS SPECIAL 6SAdams Jr
7. MISS MISSISSIPPI 7JWagner
8. SOUTHERN LULLU 8JWagner

EXACTA,TRIFECTA,SUPERFECTA

RACE 10
PURSE $3,000

TIME - 2:18.5 USA 1:59.0
OFF TIME: 7:39 pm

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 Drawn

DOCTOR SHERRY 7 1:58.0
AVID YANKEE 8 1:58.0
SHAKE MY BOOTY 6 1:58.0
ALWAYS SPECIAL 5 1:58.0
GET PARTY PERFECT 4 1:58.0
R'N'BS REAL BEAUTY 3 1:58.0
NICE ROCKS 2 1:58.0
ALWAYS SPECIAL 1 1:58.0

FILLIES & MARES NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NW 5 NW 6 NW 7 NW 8 NW

OFF TIME: 10:12 pm

1. WHITE E 1WHii
2. LEFT ALONE RANGE 2JWagner FVCopeland
3. HE'S A LINDY 3FMVision
4. THE CARBONATOR 4JVincent
5. SAND BANK 5JRoberts
6. SHANGHAI J 6JWagner
7. NECHOS PUNK 7JVincent
8. WHISKEY UNDIE 8JRoberts

EXACTA,TRIFECTA,SUPERFECTA,PICK 4